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TL;DR;
Problem: Bottlenecked multi-label classifiers
have outputs that cannot be predicted.

Bottlenecked Sigmoid Layers (BSL)

BSL: n > d. A linear sigmoid output layer is bottlenecked when its parametrisation, W,
is low-rank: the number of input features, d, is less that the number of output labels, n.

Un·argmax·able Adjective

An output that is impossible to predict irrespective of input.

TL;DR;
Solution: We design a classifier which guaran-
tees that sparse outputs can be predicted.

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) Layer

BSL → DFT Layer:
Replace W by WDFT .

Result: d = 3 feature space with n = 6 classification
hyperplanes formed by WDFT . All 1-active label
assignments are argmaxable. See footer for 3D vis.

BSLs must have unargmaxable label assignments!

In a d = 2 feature space with n = 3
classification hyperplanes, only 6/8 of
label assignments can be predicted.
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Log-plot of what percentage of the 21000

label assignments is argmaxable for a
BSL with n = 1000. The percentage
drops exponentially as we shrink d.

But... Datasets are sparse (k-active y)
k = Number of + in y, e.g. −+−+−− = 2-active

n ≈ 9000
k ≤ 80

n = 20000
k ≤ 50

n ≈ 9000
k ≤ 50

Can we guarantee all k-active label assignments
are argmaxable?

Yes. There are W ∈ Rn×(2k+1) such that all k-active labels
are argmaxable (see Thm 4 in paper). E.g.: DFT Matrix.

DFT Layer has argmaxability guarantees

DFT Layer is more efficient

Conclusion

BSLs must have unargmaxable label assignments. However,
since our datasets are often sparse, we can use a DFT layer
to guarantee the outputs of interest are argmaxable.
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